
SITE DESCRIPTION :

With a GDP per capita of $ 1 ,300 , Burkina Faso is one of the poorest countries in the world.

Ouagadougou , capital of Burkina Faso , is located right in the middle of the country in the between of several traditional

trade routes, and despite its size is more like a big country-town that a megalopolis. The planning history of this city sees

a consolidated typical centrifugal pul l from the poorest neighborhoods , often self-bui lt by the masses migrated from the

countryside expecial ly in the suburbs: they are going to be gradually demolished to make way for new districts for the

richest people , either moved to create new subdivisions up to increase the administrative l imits of the city. Difficult

spontaneous quarters fai ls to take part in an active and creative transformation of the city (as extremely irregular in their

disposition planning) so as to make it difficult if not impossible to think back their infrastructure , through the allocation of

the necessary underground uti l i ties ( sewers , mains, etc . . . ) . Therefore it becomes more practical to level everithing ,

moving the problem into, more or less a near future. The project wich we thought to Ouaga, is placed in one of these

suburbs, and compares itself either with the new subdivisions, in the immediate vicinity , either with a quite extenstive

homebuilt agglomeration, those arising from successive additions without a specific plan . He wants to be an example of

how it can be offered a response to increased population with low cost to the city administration , short lead times ,

without giving up a future possibi l ity of transformation of the urban environment , and moreover an infrastructure above all

able to provide a more organized l iving conditions and prospects for its inhabitants . The proposed solution is based on

an architectural concept in which a portion of the housing structure wil l be provided directly by the municipal ity, while its

completion part could be take-place in self , in different ways and times . The fact that there is a pre-fabricated structure
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placed at the service of the community, means that it is the bureau of the city to decide the urban orientation, thus having

the opportunity to provide it with a strong structure and can absorb any future urbanization without, necessari ly, having it

to be level down . In return , the fact that the remaining part of the building can take place itself , without the need for any

further bureaucratic regulatory actions , first it may means a saving for the council , second significant participation by the

community , no longer constrainedto l ive excessivly unto a temporary-commodities.The project thus provides a modular

housing development , which can contemplate inside different ways of exploitation of small lot , with greater or lesser

density, and changeable over time . The juxtaposition of these modules comprises a design varied but ordered, in which

the orthogonality of the texture just want to facil itate possible future infrastructure works , being exceedingly suitable for

the orography of the site. Each small batch is thought of as the basic cell of a family , whose growth occurs at these

locations, up to a certain point , then they wil l be expanded. The size of these lots are minimal but sufficient : the

availabi l ity of vast empty spaces not means it has to be extremely overbuilt , in fact , can not and should not be confused

with a reckless consumption of the soil .

In al l cities of Burkina Faso, and into the Sahel region, in general, waste management is a problem, in particular at

Ouaga, difficult to manage. The strong demographic pressure and the lack of financial resources are factors that make it

difficult to provide an adequate service , which is why the people are providing to sortout themselves their l iving

environment. There is a growing production of waste and a total absence of structured sites for their needs , which

entai ls increasing unhealthiness and a hygienic risk for the urban population . This issue has been taken in a positive

and supportive terms even in the project proposal : There are many possibi l ities for reuse and recycling of waste within

various technology solutions for construction, especial ly with regard to plastics, and with this in mind we decided to

develop a proposal for eco-friendly constructions . I f Burkina Faso today we must deal with a serious environmental

situation , or the uncontrol led spread of plastic waste in the environment, it is also true that this problem is widespread in

al l poor countries , wherever there is the possibi l ity of recycling but unfortunately too much expensive.

Another prominent issue in the development of the design solution is the tropical cl imate, with two distinct seasons : the

rainy season and the dry season , when the Harmattan blows (a hot dry wind from the Sahara). During the rainy season

the rough roads of the suburbs and shanty towns , for away from the tree-l ined avenue of the center of Ouaga , are

invaded by mud. Which is why one of the parts of the project provided by the municipal administration is substantial ly a

platform for a future paving, al lowing detachment from the soil and not less important , greather healt to the habitable

spaces. Compared to the climate certainly not easy climate of these geographic areas, but also in relation to the

availabi l ity of different resources on the site have been chosen a number of materials that we thought could be used ,

and , last but not least, has been studied an optimal orientation of construction, which allowed the shading in the different

urban configurations .



DESIGN SOLUTIONS :

The possible configurations for the basic batch basis are basical ly three , interpolated by passing from one to another by

addition. I t has been hypothesized that the increasing of the family, in the making, could be completed in do it yourself

different parts of the structure provided at the site.

The provided part consists essential ly in the framework of the raised platform , in thick walls on two sides that

characterize all future homes, and in the frame cover . With regard to the L-form walls , they are designed to protect the

most sun exposed both sides of the house , and must therefore ensure broad thermal inertia to cut costs and at the same

time to provide a useful and concious example of using use resources is necessary that these elements are made by

recyclable material combined with local construction technologies. The three solutions that could be put in place include:

1 ) the use of tires ( in the last few years, cars are becoming more common in the urban perimeter , and history shows

that their number is expected to grow ) . After their consumption may find new life, fi l led with earth and covered with mud

become great big bricks, ensuring a thickness and a relatively high thermal inertia ;

2 ) the use of plastic bottles fi l led with sand and earth , suitably l inked. Among the household waste , a large percentage

is made up of plastic waste : these , in addition to causing pollution , carries a danger to agriculture and livestock. The

bottles of plastic waste are common , easily available , which emits dioxin pif they eventual ly burn and can be

enormously dngerous. Inside the construction of these plastics bottle walls would find new life, using methods already

used in contexts of extreme poverty;

3 ) final ly integrated these technologies guided by the reuse of municipal waste we can not forget the local bui lding

traditions : here are the bricks with which to build the houses are made with the dirt. More precisely, these characteristic

red brick are kneaded with the feet in the mud and then arranged next to one another , and dried in the sun .

The part of the supporting frame of the roof was designed made of metal l ic elements, common pipes depending on

availabi l ity , due the chronic shortage of good wood construction in these areas. The frame , which subsequently can be

covered , provides a rigid structure which becomes associated with the main part of the L-form wall , adapted to a sloped

roof which reduces as far as possible the effects of sunshine and allow the natural venti lation and the cooling of the

spaces below .

Each unit has a chance to be enlarged at a later time by an intermediate deck , a hypothetical first floor , through the

opening of a recess in the wall structure (where it is possible and easy), then insert the wooden or metal l ic beams that

constitute the primary framework .



The completion of the house-units is performed by each family , depending on the economic and unavailabi l ity of

materials . I t is bel ieved that this aspect may contribute to the construction of their own identity of each family core while

establishing a organized and regular context.

In the first place the completion expected the cover of the space for which the structure has been prepared In the vil lages

and in the most poor coverage most-commonly used, involves the use of straw : beyond the typical disadvantages of this

technology obvious lack of impermeabil ity of the material and the constant maintenance that must be submitted . The

alternetive are wood, ti les and sheets metal, the latter material imported, but already widely used in local slums, despite

the obvious drawbacks that are proper (ie. absence of sound insulation, especial ly during the rains ) .

The finishing of the the platform cage can be done with simple wooden planks, while the remaining spaces of the walls

are replenished with in self reciclying materials , fabrics , brick in dirt etc. . . .

The units do not have deliberatel ly a kitchen inside, because it is usual in these places , however, the warm climate, to

prepare food together , outside, around a specific public campfire .

Beyond the individual units, it was appropriate to think , within the neighborhood, to a minimum provision of services ,

especial ly sanitation. The bathrooms , returning to the force of res between the structures “ provided by “ and then

having to respond to a criterion of cost-effectiveness, are thought of as small common outbuildings to not be more than

three lots. The bathroom inside the house , placed in a separate room sti l l a luxury in Ouaga , but a logical and prudent

construction of common services, such as the one designed in this project , could, one day, make it easy to be

connected to a future network sewer system.
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